This study aims to examine the historical development of children's literature in Turkey. In this context, developments and changes in the field of children's literature have been evaluated according to the chronological approach. In doing so, the authors and their works, important turning points of Turkish child literature history, were evaluated. The research is in the literature survey model and the status is determined in the study. It has been commonly known that there are four basic approaches in the history of Turkish children's literature. The first three groups of these schools evaluated the children's literature within the context of giving advice, being instructive, and lecturing. In the understanding that develops after the 1980's, children's literature is considered as an important field of art in terms of improving the child's emotional world, and improving his thinking and inquiry skills.
Introduction
The The common view of many researchers studying children's literature is that the first steps of children's literature field in Turkey began in Tanzimat reform era. It can be said that this idea could be a right approach from the point of similitude and orientation to contemporary literal forms in the West. Besides, in the pre-Islamic era, which can be referred as classical era, children's presence attracts attention in the works belonging to oral and written tradition, as well. The researchers' opinions on the beginning date of children's literature are not false but incomplete. Moreover, as in the other societies, children have a valuable and important place in Turkish society, as well. For this reason, Turkish family and mentality can be seen clearly in archaic cultural sources which handle 'children and children problem' in chronological flow.
Materials and Methods
Literature review model is used in this research. The results are examined by using the information compiled by means of descriptive analysis. As using status determination in the survey the universe and the sample have not been selected. During the data collection phase, the information obtained about the subject is processed in the data recording forms. The information processed in the forms has been arranged in accordance with the purpose of the research.
promptings that can inspire value and behavior for the children education. To give an example, -"Wherever you go, be good. Do not pay attention to the ancestry and nobility, look for the goodness inside of you/ A man should be good/ good people find happiness everywhere/ Goodness is good at everywhere/ Do good things and good things will happen to you / Make goodness, do not be bad"
EmeerUnsuru'l Maali Keykavus, wrote 'Kabusname' in 1082 to give advice to his son. "Kabusname is a guide book related to nourishment, illnesses, play and rest of children" .Kabusname is translated from Persian language by Mercumek Ahmet, and presented to Sultan Murad the 2 nd . The work, which is praised by the Sultan, was studied as a course book at educational institutions in Ottoman Empire. This work presents some tip about the education paradigm of the era. It is determined that severity and punishment were the main instruments of children education in Kabusname. Yahya Akyuz, in his work 'The History of Turkish Education' quotes the concept of the education and discipline instruments in Kabusname: "If teacher beats your child, do not feel sorrow for it. Children learn knowledge, art, and morality by beating. The fear of beating and scolding is important educational instruments. Children don't want to learn anything willingly".
According to Gazzali (1058-1111), the wise and erudite scholar, it is necessary for children to take religious education and discipline for the life and afterlife. In this respect, he writes the pamphlet called Eyyuhel Veled (Oh, Son!). In the pamphlet, the meaning of the worship and obedience to Allah, necessity of being liable to Prophet Mohammed and the necessity to live as to the attitudes and behaviors according to Allah's order and prohibitions are emphasized. Gazzali associates the education of children to "the embroidery on a stone." This axis would be cod as 'Tabula Rasa' by John Lock who is the pioneer philosopher of social enlightenment in the West. Gazzali hopes that the child reaches the identity of ideal person -the idealistic aim-at the end of the heavy, tedious and tiring educational period. Thus, he states that family has an important duty on the education and discipline of children as they are the first teacher of the child. "The child is like clean soil on which you spread to grow. If you plant goodness seed, goodness grows, if you plant badness seed, badness grows. If goodness seeds are planted, s/he will reach the happiness of life and afterlife"
Education and discipline of children are the topics handled in Divan literature. With this aim at the works written in 17 th and 18 th century, two works are very important; Hayriyye and Lutfiyye. Hayriyye is an advice book written by poet Nabi (1642-1712) to transfer his knowledge of life experience to his son Hayrullah to gain happiness in life and afterlife. Nabi begins his work by presenting himself to his son. Under 36 titles, he emphasizes the conditions of Islam and the things gained by carrying out these conditions to the character and moral of people. Besides religious knowledge, he doesn't neglect to tell about the personal characteristics essential for the world. "Ol ganîtabu tevâzûpişe / Sal gülistânı felâha rişe" (The person who is well behaved and modest is not deprived of true friends); Handerûluk eseri rahmetdür / Türşrûluk sebebi nefretdür" (Geniality makes one loved and respected/ grouchiness makes one hated).
Lutfiyye (1791) is written by Sunbulzade Vehbi to advise his son. It is known that it was written as a reply in kind to Nabi's Hayriyye. In this book, Sunbulzade Vehbi not only gives information about the things he should and shouldn't do in life. Just as Hayriyye, in the book in which it is told the importance of the utility of working for the life and after life, it is emphasized that the necessity of not to abandon world life besides the utility concerning about Islamic science.
While in the works up to Hayriyye and Lutfiyye, the advices are given to the parents that would raise the children; this book addresses directly the children. Both books are quite remarkable according to their era. Although the works are beyond their era in terms of method, "they do not have the quality of being read and understood by children in terms of their language and content neither in the era they were written nor after". With this context, these verses are suggestive enough to give idea about the linguistic structure of the books: "Bedzebân olma nigügüftar ol / Kavli leyyin ile bîâzâr ol" (Do not be sharp-tongued, be smooth-tongued / speak mellifluously, do not snap).
In Turkey, whenever the literary works about the children are thought, the first answer has been the accumulation of the oral tradition for years. Tales, legends, myths, riddles, rhymes have fulfilled the aesthetic and fun requirements of children. In the last period of Ottoman Empire, changes occurred in the system of world politics. A powerful demand of alteration affects all layers of society and system of government. Ottoman Empire brings about structural arrangements to keep its position in the system and continues its existence. "The Rescript of Gulhane", declared in 1839, is the most important regulation among them. With this rescript, the orientation movements to western world gained acceleration. As a result of increasing contact with the west, improving knowledge of intellectual people on other countries, and returning of the intellectual people to country from abroad, the necessity of reforms in educational institutions came to exist. The understanding -objectification of children-of madrasah gives its place to a new concept, "child as a valuable being."
The writers of the era, categorized as innovation era later, "try to describe a world that hasn't existed yet, full of beauties, imaginaries, trueness, in the fresh memories that they plan to raise in the aim of their idealistic aim in their works. They haven't constituted this different world but the children would. There are so many things going wrong and the individuals that would resolve failures; the children that are the adults of tomorrow should be educated."
The educational institutions are the first places that carry out the foretold responsibilities. With this approach, the need of educational materials for the education of children in schools comes out. Thus, in Turkey the period of copyrighted and translated work begins. Nuhbetü'l-Etfal (1858) written by Dr. Rustu, born in Kayseri, is the first known work of the era. Nuhbetü'l-Etfal (1858) includes tales and fables for children. Even it is said that "it is written to give reading pleasure to children the work features as an alphabet book. With the explanation of Sariyuce "It is written with the aim of teaching children reading and writing in Turkish with easy and pedagogical methods, but not to correspond to their literary need.
In this era, periodical publications are started to be published for children. Mümeyyiz (1869) is published for children for the first time. It is the additional part of the same newspaper given every Friday. There are entertaining parts, current news, advertisement and announcements, letters, fable-tales -stories, advice parts, and encyclopedic parts in its content. After Mümeyyiz, the second child newspaper Sadakat (1875) begins its publish life. It is published every Sunday. After the 6 th volume is published, it changes its name and continues as "Etfal." Etfal continues the other publication's style with similar content. The common characteristics of journal is to shape the spiritual world of the children, to educate the children from the very young ages with the proverb "as the twig is bent, so grows the tree" rather than aesthetic pleasure. This aims to enliven the national and moral values that are about to disappear, and to help Ottoman Empire, trying to overcome problems, via literature.
Mehmet Semseddin is the first person that takes the children newspaper and magazines in an independent way. According to Okay; "It is necessary to wait Mehmet Semseddin's Arkadas journal to see the first primary examples of this type when considered as a literary work. Mehmet Semseddin is conscious of giving production of children and writing for children as a different field and concept. "His efforts in this matter begin to be seen with Arkadas journal published in 1877. The tales in the journal is different from the others in its point of view on children. "I will say the things, I will say like I am talking. Until, you can understand what you read by yourself. Arkadas is not published after its 13 th volume. Mehmet Semseddin insists on publishing journals. He publishes Cocuklara Arkadas (1882) and Cocuklara Talim (1887). In these journals, short educating short stories, writings about nature, world and similar subjects are published and can be understood easily by children.
In Tanzimat reform era, it is seen that translation activities take an important place in children literature. The developments starting in the first stage of the era of translations and continue until the second "constitutional monarchy period (1908) . In this era like Sinasi, Ziya Pasa important writers gave literary classics. Tercüme-I Manzume by Sinasi was published in 1859. In this book the translation of "Story of Donkey and Fox by La Fontaine" takes place. Besides this translation, in Muntehabat-I Eş'ar (1862), there are 4 fables written by himself. Ziya Pasa translates Emile, written by Jean Jacques Rousseau about child and child education, in 1872.
Ahmet Mithat Efendi carried out important studies regarding increasing the child education, knowledge and good manner. This is because Ahmet Mithat attributes a mission to education which can change the society and solve the problems of society. "Expansion of education through the country, increasing number of literate people and the students graduated from the schools opened lately, also set the consciousness of western science and education" will enable education opportunities to the society and increase the level of welfare. In connection with this idea, Ahmet Mithat utilized the literate works, newspapers as an educational instrument with the intent of reaching to these aims. His work such as Hace-ı Evvel (1870), Kıssadan Hisse (1871) and Tercumanı Hakikat were written to enlighten the society.
After Tanzimat reform era, the movements that away idea originating from Western were discussed intensely and accepted in Turkey. With the effect of the movement towards freedom idea in 1876, Kanuni Esasi which restricted the rights of Sultan was prepared and Meclis-ı Mebusan, the delegates of public, was opened. Because of wars and unsteady political structure, this period didn't continue long. In 23 July 1908, with the result of coup done by "Unionize soldiers", constitutional monarchy was declared again. The pioneers of movement saw themselves as a commission enlightening the society because of their elitist point of view. In this context, they primarily focus on the educational issue. They applied the transformative power of education to transform the society. According to their opinion, education was the unique instrument to eliminate the ignorance of public and educate them.
In order to accomplish this ideal, Dârülmuallimîn opened in 1848 was given importance. It was aimed to educate constitutionalist intellectuals/idealists. With the reformist-intellectual teaching staff, it was started to educate teachers that have the modern mentality the society needs. Satı Bey first of all found out the inadequacies by analyzing the education programmes. He noticed certain inadequacies of physical education, music, science, and children literature fields. There were only Tevfik Fikret's "Hep Kardeşiz" and "Küçük Asker" songs, "Ağustos Böceği ile Karınca" and "Az Tamah Çok Ziyan Verir" myths; Süleyman Nesib's one poem and Mehmet Emin's three or four poems as children literature works. Satı Bey took action to prepare education materials which students would be able to use in children literature and music fields. He invited the experts on their fields to eliminate these deficiencies. For this purpose, he held a conference "Şiir ve Musikinin Talim ve Terbiyede Ehemniyeti" which poets and composers of the period attended in Dârülmuallimîn in 1910. He explained the importance of poem and music in education. He tried to show the effect of music on human emotions by making students read poems and sing songs because poetry and music are the initial needs for school and student. In the following days after the conference, significant number of works emerged which might be added to children's literature field. Çocuklara Şiirler is the first work by İbrahim Alaaddin which was published in 1911 with the encouragement of Satı Bey. Ali Ulvi who was encouraged to translate and publish the poems written for foreign kids by Satı Bey, published Çocuklarımıza Neşideler in 1912. The book doesn't consist only of translations. In the work, there were about ten French poems in nearly seventy poems. Tevfik Fikret is one of the corresponding people since he was working as a teacher at the school and because of his personal esteem for Satı Bey. In 1914, he wrote Şermin which is one of the first works of our children's literature. "In his work, there were thirty one examples related to alphabet, game and toys, nature and animal love, pity, function as the school, work as a virtue." The prominent characteristics of Şermin comes from its competent structure and the traces of child sensitivity in it Compared with Tanzimat Period, in II Meşrutiyet Period it is seen that more qualified works has had the chance of progressing and improving in child's literature field. Writers has written suitable works for children which pay attention to children sensitivity by making use of the knowledge about children whereas it is a fact which shouldn't be ignored that informative and didactic function content in the works was protected while it was raising.
Ziya Gökalp is an important writer who made contributions to the development of children's literature in II. Meşrutiyet Period. Gökalp has a unique place in Turkish thought and literature history not only with his studies but also his pedagogical identified children's works. In education and training field, he influenced that period's methodology and politics by using data of sociology science. In order for Turkish children to have the consciousness of history with their national identity, he penned Kızıl Elma (1915) which is specified as the holly aim of Turkishness, Altın Işık (1923) in which he reinterpreted some of the Turkish folk tales in poetry and some of them in prose. In addition to this, Gökalp's Limni ve Malta Mektupları works which is accepted as a good representation of the letter genre in Turkish literature should be mentioned. It is seen that in the letters, writer has proposed some ideas on subjects like women, family and children. According to him, it is a necessity for a woman to be educated for family and children. "To train a child is not to make him give up only bad habits. It is inspiring him to good nature. Here, being in simple behaviors and love are seen as important elements". With a more specific definition, it lies at the center of giving importance of children education to make them be good people-good citizens that do good and beneficial things.
In
Cumhuriyet era begins with the promulgation of Turkey's management style is Republic in 1923. In this period, it is a necessity to adopt Western civilization for the newly established state. Modernization movements starting from the last days of Ottoman Empire, has maintained its presence without slowing down in order to close the current gap in the first years of the Republic. It has been exalted as a national goal to catch and exceed the Western civilization level. For this purpose, there have been some changes in alphabet, modernizing practices clothing, weighing scale and laws via modernizing practices. A formal resemblance has been provided by taking concrete and abstract cultural elements of the Western world.
The Literary Revolution which took place in November 1, 1928, has required a series of changes in the field of education and culture. When Atatürk established Nation Schools as Head Teacher, a nationwide literacy campaign started. The alphabets written between 1928 and 1935 and the supporting texts for learning to read are in the foreground in the quantitative sense. It is seen that in the Republican era, the life of a live publication has sprouted and the field of children's literature has gained momentum. Although the number of works is sufficient for quantitative plan, presented works do not have the required qualifications for quality. These works follow the aim at both meeting the needs of children's need for reading and inspiring the growing generations of strings of values of the new regime. With a concise specification, writers use their literary works as an instrument with the aim at adopting the truths in new regime because the country just got out of the Independence War. On that account, they choose to tell the events and heroes in the past with exaggeration. This situation is seen necessary to train individuals that are qualified to receive the frame of values brought by new management form because the novelties made on the perception level of the social stratification haven't been realized as expected. It's thought that authors of the period should be regarded as oppressive depending on the structure movement when the originality of historical and social contexts of transforming practice mentioned at this point.
In the years following the declaration of the Republic, it possible to locate that children perception has differences than other periods. It is constantly emphasized that children have a different value of family and regime via activities and publications intended for them. The most emphasized subject is to internalize the novelties that brought by Republic and to transfer the functions of the new management style to growing generations. For this reason, Mustafa Necati Bey, the Secretary of National Education of the period, makes it possible to create a selection of children's literature works composed of three serials. According to İbrahim Kıbrıs, these serials were arranged: a "Examples of World Literature was prepared by name like Hakkı Süha one of the known authors, Ali Canip Yöntem, Hasan Ali Yücel and many domestic and foreign classical works took place in this serial such as, İlkbahar Seneleri, Naima Tarihinden Seçmeler, Epope, Sanat Muhasebeleri. b
School Plays: This serial written separately for boys and girls schools was written by Mahmut Yesari, Reşat Nuri, İbnürrefik Ahmet Nuri. c World Children's Classics: Today, the classical works such as Arı Maya, Heidi, Kimsesiz Çocuk, which are read by children with desire, were translated in those years and also they were sold with low prices including the ones which had been translated earlier"
In this period, in addition to the studies mentioned above, it is seen that works written in the form of poetry also come forward. Poets known as "Beş Hececiler" contributed to children's literature with their poems. Enis Behiç Koryürek with his poems written with national sensibility, Halit Fahri Ozansoy with his subjective and emotional works, Faruk Nafiz Çamlıbel with his Akıncı Türküleri (1938) When children's novel is compared to poetry, it is seen that its pace of advancement is slower. Because novel-writers of the period have just discovered the reality of children, products are not enough. Authors penned works including child heroes rather than writing children's novels. Hence children met their desire for reading with the books written for grown up people, addressing to every reader mass. Among them, Halide Edip Adıvar's (1884-1964) and Yakup Kadri Karaosmanğlu's (1889-1974) works can be shown as examples. Halide Edip, who defines children as "refreshing spring", takes part in education community as teacher and inspector and has great serves in our education system with her suggestions. Halide Edip's and Yakup Kadri's stories like "Bayrağımızın Altında", "Duatepe", "Tanıdığım Çocuklardan", Kabak Çekirdekçi", "Güvercin Avı", "Ceviz" which takes place in Dağa Çıkan Kurt (1922) and Millî Savaş Hikâyeleri" (1947) can catch today's reader in the way of knowing great authors, both giving language pleasure and inspiring to national consciousness and human love with their literary and instructive side.
Among these authors, it will be appropriate to accept Abdullah Ziya Kozanoğlu (1906 Kozanoğlu ( -1966 ) an important writer. By Şirin's statement, his novels like "Kızıl Tuğ (1923) , Atlı Han (1924) , Türk Korsanları (1926) , Seyit Ali Reis (1927) and Gültekin (1928) , which were written with Ottoman letters first and then published in Turkish, are the books which he wrote by taking consideration of young's curiosity, interests and taste . Abdullah Ziya, in his works, which are fed from historical events, aimed Turkish children to become equipped with history consciousness by balancing fiction and reality. It is possible to infer this aim at the passage through the end of his work named Kızıl Tuğ Kemalettin Tuğcu , who is stated by Fatih Erdoğan as "one of the important milestones of our children's literature", spread the children's literature countrywide with his novels. Being committed to creating "ideal child" ideal which was adopted as an aim at Cumhuriyet Era children's literature, the author didn't give enough importance to literary dimension while suggesting giving lessons directly in his works. In Tuğcu's novels, there are basic human conflicts such as good/evil. Even though he is criticized for making children's world pessimistic because of excessive sentiment, "the convenience of the life which they reflected on real life" , "not aims anything but to squish our lachrymal gland, exploit out pity" , in the heart of every children in Turkey, has a story of Kemalettin Tuğcu. In connection with this, popularity of Kemalettin Tuğcu gains a wide dimension. Film industry couldn't be oblivious to this productive author of children's literature. Short novels named Ayşecik (1960) and Üvey Baba (1971), which depends on the literature's narrative power, were scripted and adopted to movie screen in which children stars acted.
The ends of 1960s are timing that socialist-realist view on children's literature makes itself feel thoroughly. In this period, a group of writers are of "the same mind in creating a national children's literature; preparing books based on our own cultural sources; bringing world's classics into Turkish with a more meticulous choice and a better translation."
In this way, writers that write much more for adults have the opportunity in presenting their mental and imaginary motivation composed of constituting a socialist-realist world under the influence of their ideological thoughts.
In Ural (1947) writes some works with "the purpose of giving information about children's language and expression in some subjects that they have difficulty in understanding". Ayrı Evler (2011), written for children aged 6 years and over and pictured by herself is a very remarkable example. Ural reflects the influence of the divorce -the most common humanity situation in modern times -on children in the work. The experienced writer aims to keep the child away from the negative effects of the divorce by developing positive feelings and thoughts with a positive understanding. In addition, "Ural, who also makes translations from Indian books, contributed to multilingual books written for projects aimed at developing Turkish-Greek friendship" Mevlana Idris Zengin (1966), who is still on the forefront of the poet's identity, reflects his poetry voices to his stories and tales for "catching the universal child sensitivity" Mevlana Idris declares that it is necessary to struggle to create contemporary children's literature in order to construct a permanent civilization by characterizing literature as a "sinner who neglects the child". Mevlana Idris, who achieved important achievements in children's literature at a young age, earned the first child poetry prize with his poetry book Kuş Renkli Çocukluğum (1990) while he was studying at the university's final year. Mevlana Idris puts together interesting series of books titled Tuhaf Adamlar/Acayip Hayvanlar, which combines poetry with tales, and Korku Dükkânı, Hayal Dükkânı, Çınçınlı Masal Sokağı, Sufi ile Pufi, Kirpiler Şapka Giymez, Dondurmalı Matematik, Vay Canına!.., Tehlikeli Bir Kipat with both his wording full of intense, unadorned expressions in terms of formalism / legibility and that is worth reading for the contemporary child's liking. Therefore he maintains the position of being a productive representative of our childhood literature.
The development processes that started with the oral tradition of children and literature have extended to the present day with the possibilities of written tradition. The academic works in this area and the contributions to literary writers for children have led to the creation of a unique collection of children's literature.
According to Mustafa Ruhi Şirin, four authors can be mentioned in terms of periods and published books: The division of the author by focusing on historical accounts, works of children's literature and authors are enlightening on this level convincingly: a Writers and novelists who make translations and adaptations of western poetry, and still along with heroic children, b
The didactic 'writers' that gave the first examples of works such as poems, educational stories and fairy tales that they wrote in the textbooks with the 
Conclusions
Turkish children's literature advances confidently to become a universal child literature by changing and evolving from its effective writers that bring together child's view, interests and wishes for the characteristics of Turkish language; and also, who follow scientific developments.
